the gravity of form

The connection between the behaviour of diﬀerent phenomena and the media used to express them was
one of the continuing themes throughout this body of work. The development of the diﬀerent series of
studio-based projects in a concurrent fashion allowed for the cross-pollination of observations, concepts
and techniques to infiltrate the approach to diﬀerent projects and series of works. In considering the
connections between light and sound it was appreciated that these two phenomena were closely associated
through their wave-like properties and the synaesthetic qualities that exist in their interaction and
perception. The nature of the approach developed towards the understanding of sound and its relationship
with form uncovered the attributes of standing-wave patterns, the correlating geometric properties of
vibrational fields manifest in physical media and the harmonic interaction of sound with the proportions
of resonating objects and spaces. In seeking to uncover the potential relationships between these diverse
phenomena and the media through which they are expressed, I delved into the history of the development
of diﬀerential mathematics and geometry and began to appreciate the unifying mathematical concepts used
to define the electro-magnetic fields of light, the mechanical properties of sound waves and the nature of a
structure under the influence of gravity. Against the backdrop of these ideas, parallels in the comprehension
of the field-like qualities of gravity were equated with my developing knowledge of the manipulation of light
and sound.
The foundation of this understanding was developed through the consideration of the nature of Cartesian
geometry. While I make no claim to possessing the mathematical abilities needed to comprehend the
complexities of contemporary science, I was drawn to the idea that in Descartes system the geometric
equivalent of x squared was not the area of a square but instead described the path of a parabola.1 The
development of this system of coordinate geometry and the algebraic mathematical language derived
from its precepts has defined the key physical ideas of mass and weight, inertia and momentum, force
and energy, magnetism and gravity which form the foundations of the principles of modern physics and
engineering. In this thinking the system of points and lines organised through the x,y,z axes have the ability
to describe the qualities of the hard edge nature of rectilinear modernist architecture and enables the
precise calculations of load, tension and gravity that define the generous and expressive qualities of complex
compound curves. The interpretation of the relationship between the mathematical concepts of these
physical phenomena became a keyhole through which I began to contemplate the concept of gravity as a
field of force that shapes the properties of both man made and natural structures. These deliberations led to
the production of a series of sculptural works in which the phenomena of gravity was considered as a fieldlike condition that defines the interaction of specific media within three-dimensional space. In these works,
the shaping of sculptural form was seen to be the product of the balancing of the external and internal
forces acting upon specific materials as they responded to the earth’s gravitational field.

Cartesian Expression
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Expressive Dimensions

The subtlety of three-dimensional organic form can be seen as one of the expressive hallmarks of twentieth
century sculpture, design and architecture. In the whiplash decorative tendril forms of Art Nouveau, the
generative hyperboloid geometries of Gaudi, the biomorphic curves of mid-century organic abstraction, the
minimal surface calculations of tensile structures and the topological approaches of contemporary architects
and designers, the adoption of abstracted references to the curvaceous qualities of nature, have oﬀered a
sensual counterpoint to the rigidity of the modern world. Angela Vierling2 argues that the visualisation of
mathematical concepts in the nineteenth century can be seen as a forerunner of twentieth century ‘organic’
sculptural form. These roots can be seen in the plaster, cardboard, metal, and string mathematical models
of the nineteenth century in which researchers began to physically express the abstract geometries of
the complexities of surface theory that had previously been the realm of pure mathematics. Vierling cites
connections between the work of twentieth century artists such as Naum Gabo and Antoine Pevsner as
being directly influenced by such developments. However the foundations of organic expressionism in the
twentieth century extend far beyond the abstract descriptions of the physical continuum made by eminent
mathematicians. While the shaping of complex compound curves in the works of sculptors such as Jean Arp,
Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore may be considered on purely mathematical grounds, the sensuality
embodied within these works echo the forms seen in the human body and natural world and reflect the
results of the deeply ingrained knowing that an artist gains through working directly and intimately with
their materials.
Anish Kapoor’s massive tensile sculpture, Marsyas, installed in the turbine hall of the Tate Modern gallery in
London in 2002, oﬀers an insight into the diﬀerence of thinking that exists between understanding a piece
from an engineering, mathematical and parametric viewpoint and from seeing it as an expressive medium
through the eyes of the artist. Arup were the consulting engineers who worked in conjunction with Kapoor
in realising the project. In their description of the project the piece is understood in terms of:

While in Anish Kapoor’s descriptions of the sculpture, the emphasis of intent lies within the metaphysics of
the work and the manipulation of the viewer’s experience so that they think about time and space.4 Kapoor
was more interested in creating a work of art that has ‘real presence’ rather than being just interesting
ephemera5 and was concerned with how the experience of the sculpture’s scale could shift from being one
of the perception of an impossibly enormous object, seemingly at odds with the enclosing architecture,
to that of being engulfed in its intimate spatiality and immaterial qualities. He describes the experience as
‘a descent into limbo, a sort of going below, going beneath, going underground.’6 While Arup’s engineers
described the sculpture’s surface as a vector diagram of forces, Kapoor describes it as being ‘rather like a
flayed skin’, the title refers to Marsyas, a satyr in Greek mythology, who was flayed alive by the god Apollo.
The sculpture’s dark red colour suggests something ‘of the physical, of the earthly, of the bodily.’ Kapoor
has commented, ‘I want to make body into sky.’7
In a similar vein Ernesto Neto’s site-specific hanging membrane installations possess an abstract,
biomorphic quality which is evocative of skin and interior body systems.8 Neto suggests that the sculptures
represent the ‘continuity between the body and the landscape…a symbolic representation of the body; the
mathematical connection that we see here is the same as what is inside of us.’9 These biomorphic sculptural
environments challenge the somatic separation of subject (the viewer) and object (the art work)10 to
become a place of sensations, a place of exchange and continuity between people, a skin of existence and
relationships.11 The undertaking of the manipulation of physical form in this way involves an incorporation
of geometric, structural and material knowledge that needs to be met with an appreciation of the inherent
meanings, metaphors and sculptural presence that the manifestation of such forms imply. The synthesis
of these ideas allows the conception of works that are simultaneously an expression of the combinatorial
vectors at play within the generation of a surface as it counters the force of the earth’s gravity and an
allusion to the connection between the psyche and the sensuality of the natural world.

‘ the development and visualisation of complex three-dimensional analytical models using nonlinear, form-finding programs to help create the highly curved organic forms from minimal surface
analysis of tensile membrane structures. Treating the membrane surface as a net of node points
connected by triangles in which each triangle tried to pull on its three corner nodes with a constant
force (prestress), which in turn moved the nodes. Because the triangles pulled with the same
amount in all directions, similar to a soap film, the resulting surface developed an equal amount of
curvature in all directions. By varying the amount and direction of prestress within specific parts of
the surface, the curvatures could be precisely tailored to create the forms desired.’3
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Physical Knowing

In the projects that follow, the exploration of form as a ‘field of forces’ moved between an engagement
with the history of diﬀerential geometry and its influence on art and design and the translation of this
body of knowledge into a physical understanding of the material world. The desire to create an essential
expression of form and to produce the greatest aﬀect with the minimum of means drove the investigation.
The production of complex compound curves from sheet materials has long been an interest of mine and for
a long time seemed to be only possible by the shaping and distorting of materials such as plastics, fibreglass,
carbon fibres and metals through the production of moulds and the application of heat or pressure or both.
The development of one-oﬀ designs that incorporated three-dimensional curvatures was thus expensive
and prohibitive. In the series of projects described here the ambition of exploring the language of tensioned
topological surfaces became realised through the manipulation of stainless steel rod and mesh constructions
in which tensile elements were carefully balanced to create elastic transformations of surface planes.
There was an essential physicality in this approach to design development work, as the formation of the
double curved planes of the wire mesh were created as a direct relationship to the thickness of the material
and the direction and strength of the forces applied to them. The parametric calculations involved did not
require a computer with the latest engineering programs to abstractly map the forces at play. Rather the
production of the pieces involved a ‘physical knowing’, a bodily reaction to cause and aﬀect, which required
both mind and body being engaged as a calibrating device. In such work the reaction to stresses upon a
structure were immediate and haptic in nature. The balancing of energies in the hand making of the pieces
was the key to their success. The manipulation of the structures, particularly the large ones, became a
kind of yoga or tai chi exercise in which the compressing of forms and tensioning of elements in precise
ways required a centred balance and subtle dexterity. Techniques of holding, hanging, shaping, stretching,
tying and connecting the planes of wire were informed in response to the complex data field that the
mesh communicated to my body when put under tension. The works produced in the process represent a
marriage between the sensitivity of a craftsman’s movements, the qualities of the chosen material and it’s
manipulation into three-dimensional objects.
Guiding these manoeuvres was an idiosyncratic designer’s knowledge of the principles of diﬀerential
geometry, topological surfaces and the mappings of unseen energy fields. These notions and interpretations
were directly applied to the task at hand through personal physical reactions with the material. Within
this process the pieces were understood as manipulations of specific energy fields in which forms were
discovered and followed rather than forced, bent, pressed or crushed. With continued rigour in the studio
it became possible to be able to predict the formations of the energy field relative to the forces expressed
upon the works, as they were gently coaxed and seduced into a dynamic tensile balance. The criteria for
the success of a piece, was whether the physical energies put into that piece via the making process were
inherent as latent sculptural energy within the finished work. The creation of these forms was in a sense the
expression of the tensile and compressive energy contained by the structural configuration, the embodiment
of the physical energy of the tensile system that defined them. This sense of bound energy gave the forms
an intrinsic vitality. In dealing with the production of curvaceous sculptural form as the shaping of a field of
forces and the expression of embodied energies, the somatosensory12 appreciation of a work’s sculptural
power became a key to its creation. This approach implies that a work can be imbued with a presence and
energy that can be felt through the viewer’s body as a tangible physical field. The tensions and balances
contained in a form’s topological surface can become expressive energies that can be sensed and interpreted
by our perceptual faculties.
Form Fields
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Form Fields

Initial investigations involved the use of thin gauge stainless steel rod that was connected in ways where the
forces generated by the flexing and bowing of elements into compressed arches were countered by the use
of tensile wire elements. These Tensiles were built up through a constant balancing of forces, in this process,
once a stable structure was found then new elements were added and new equilibriums were found in the
growing network of forces. There was no gluing or welding of the individual flexed pieces to each other,
rather every joint made use of the mechanical strength found in following the direction of forces in one
element and seeking to balance them through their connection with another. These substructures were
joined by a very simple hooking of one element to another, this technique meant that at certain stages in the
construction of the pieces, they were highly unstable and would often literally explode if a joint failed or the
wrong interpretation of the direction of the forces acting on the structure was made. This ensured that the
structures grew in such ways that they were always following the line of force. The resulting conglomerate
web-like filigree structures provided the basis for an approach to the generation of hanging sculptural forms
in which the proportions, composition and aesthetic of the pieces evolved from a synthesis of material
properties and structural dynamics.
In producing the first series of tensile works I began to introduce small areas of woven flywire. Through a
tactile investigation of the materials properties and by applying similar techniques used in the flexing of the
wire rod to the plane of woven mesh I discovered that it was possible to generate complex curvatures out
of the initially flat material with relative ease. This phenomena is one that engineers know as anisotropic
behaviour13 and is the principle that fashion designers understand can be found in cloth that is cut in a ‘bias’
direction, where the warp and weft runs at forty five degrees to the direction of the load the material is
under, enabling a dress to cling to the body. When the tensile stresses upon a woven material are disposed
in this way the individual squares of the mesh can parallelogram, forming diamond shapes (or two triangles)
rather than a rigid square. In this situation the material can undergo a large lateral contraction and in doing
so find its own the inherent double curvature. This curvature is relative to the gauge of the wire used in the
mesh and the magnitude and direction of the stresses applied to it. This type of forming of the material
creates an extremely strong curvaceous skin.

Tensile
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Topos

From an initial set of explorative designs in which the skill at manipulating the wire mesh was developed
over many hours of experiments and tests, the Topos series was conceived. These pieces, created for the
‘Elastic’ exhibition at Span Galleries,14 were a series of sculptural works that abstractly referred to domestic
objects in their size and shape. The works were created by following the natural flexibility of the woven
stainless steel and the topological qualities it achieves when flexed on the bias. During the investigations of
these forms it was realised that the material could be flexed to a degree were it would double back on itself
and meet at a single common seam line. This behaviour in fact mirrored the phenomena known as zip pairs
in topology in which two halves of the same surface can be zippered up to close the surface along a curve.
With this in mind the series began to explore the potential of creating a flat continuous piece of mesh, that
could be carefully flexed in an anisotropic way to transform the continuous flowing surface into a threedimensional object, which was completed by zipping the edges together. These pieces required a complex
and intuitive understanding of the deformations of the grid of mesh that could occur and the pattern shapes
that were needed to be cut out and edged with zipper in order to achieve the pieces ultimate form.
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Topoi

After many hours of development of the process, I took one of the pieces to Remote Equipment Repairs
to see if they could sew a heavy duty camping equipment zipper on to the stainless steel mesh. The
mountaineers were fascinated by the form and agreed to take on the challenge. When I returned to collect
the work however, the boys, in their excitement to see the finished product had attempted to zip the piece
together and had clumsily crushed it irrecoverably with their rock climber’s hands. While in their zeal they
had destroyed the prototype they had successfully developed a technique for joining the mesh to the nylon
zipper strip and so a production methodology was set in place from around which I could develop the series.
This experience reinforced the fact that, the subtleties of the sculpting of such delicate material into the
continuous curvatures of topological forms, is an acquired art that requires many hours, days and weeks
spent honing skills and perceptions, and that through the previous months trials and tribulations I had
developed a refined sensibility to the behaviour of the stainless steel mesh and its ability to be shaped into a
delicate skin of organic sculptural form.
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Charting the Continuum

In many of the works generated within my practice I often arrive at a name for a particular series or piece
before I have designed the outcome. The name acts as a brief for the consideration of the work on many
levels, as due to the nature of the English language, a word usually holds multiple meanings. In this case,
the name Manifold was adopted for the next series of works, as it suggested many connotations that could
guide my approach. A manifold can be something that is many and varied and that can have many features
and forms, it can be a whole composed of diverse elements and can come into being for a variety of reasons,
in mathematics it describes a topological surface of a small enough scale so that it resembles the Euclidean
space of a specific dimension.15 At this stage of the project I sought to synthesise a range of concerns and
influences inherent in both the explorations of light and sound and their connection with the generation of
topological form, the term Manifold served as an appropriate description as both noun, verb and adjective
of the process I was undertaking.
When considering the next phase of development of the stainless steel rod and mesh constructions, I was
concurrently exploring aspects of the visualisation of sound through the series of cymatic experiments in the
Mantra project. One key source of this study was an interest in the nineteenth century scientific instrument
called a harmonograph.16 A harmonograph is ‘a mechanical apparatus that uses two pendulums to control
the movement of a pen relative to a drawing surface. One pendulum moves the pen back and forth along
one axis and the other pendulum moves the drawing surface back and forth along a perpendicular axis.
By varying the frequency of the pendulums relative to one another, diﬀerent patterns such as ellipses,
spirals and figures of eight which describe complex harmonic motion are inscribed.’17 The images created
by the harmonograph mirror the qualities of lissajous and chladni figures and were similar to the oscillating
patterns I had generated through the reflecting of light oﬀ a vibrating of a body of water in the Mantra
piece. In these manifestations of light and sound there seemed to be an implicit three-dimensionality within
the oscillating lines of force. These explorations into the visualisation of the acoustic, spatial and perceptual
properties of sound and the beauty and elegance implicit in the expressions of musical geometry proved to
be an important catalyst in understanding the potential of form in the Manifold series.
With the aesthetic appreciation of topological manifolds and the expression of musical geometry running
as an undercurrent in the work, I embarked on a series of projects that would explore the coming together
of the qualities of flexing stainless steel rod into elegant curvatures and using these fluid geometries as
armatures from which to shape tensioned wire mesh surfaces. These pieces were considerably larger than
the previous works and needed to be suspended from the ceiling in order to become manageable in their
development and construction. In a sense the works found their form from the nature of their hanging, as an
exquisite tension and dynamic equilibrium was sought in their suspension and balancing within the earth’s
gravity field. In these works the path of two intersecting lengths of stainless steel rod were considered
as lines of force which through their intertwining established a stable, symmetrical, three-dimensional
structure with a specific centre of gravity.

As above, So below
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Infinite

Alchemy
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Sine
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Within their conception and construction, the pieces were considered as a diagram of forces that had
been uncovered via the real time testing of the stainless steel elements and their properties in supporting
their own weight from a single hanging point. In works such as Sine, Alchemy and Infinite two independent
lengths of stainless steel rod were woven together to create a three dimensional intertwining frame. The
rods in these pieces provided the perimeter curves from which the wire mesh skin was tensioned. Finer
wire elements were introduced into the construction to create hanging tensile arches which pulled the
larger frames together and provided critical additional support to specific points in the flexed mesh surface.
In the Vesica, Clover and Continuum pieces the geometry of the perimeter wire was refined to the point
where they could be produced by the twisting and knotting of one continuous ring of stainless steel rod. This
technique and the variety of balanced structures found through its testing resembled the principles of knot
theory in topology and refer to the concept of ambient isotopy, which is a kind of homeomorphism in which
one topological manifold can transform into another without being broken.18
The careful arrangement of these forms in the studio and in exhibition spaces highlighted the delicate play
of the minimal surfaces as they elegantly resisted the forces of gravity. These pieces evoked a weightless
world of swirling, bulbous and primal forms, echoing the suggestion of protoplasmic life evolving into
higher species or deep sea creatures collecting as shoals as they drifted in the currents. Accentuating these
formal aspects was the works interaction with gallery spot lighting. As they hung in tensile equilibrium,
the overlapping distorted grids of the mesh generated moire patterns across the surface of the structures.
The careful direction of light across these surfaces and its interaction with the slowly rotating works that
responded to air currents within the room, subtly transformed the composition into a flickering dance of
interference patterns dissolving into a gelatinous glasslike immateriality as light reflected and dispersed oﬀ
the taut steel surfaces. In this setting the works seemed to hover in an immaterial balance between energy
and matter.
A deeper understanding of the complexities of the topological surfaces of the Manifold series was made
apparent through the use of computer modelling. Using the Rhino computer program, I developed
techniques of approximating the curvilinear geometries of the distortions of the perimeter frames and
topological curves of the surface membranes in Cartesian space. This was achieved through the careful
manipulation of Nurbs modelling, a mathematical representations of three-dimensional geometry that
accurately describes any shape from a simple two-dimensional line, circle, arc or curve to the most complex
three-dimensional organic free-form surface or solid.19 The interpretation of the physical prototypes, that I
had created as an intuitive sculptural act in the real world, into forms that were modelled in the computer,
provided the opportunity to understand the layers of geometry that were implicit in their formation and
to virtually reproduce the pieces ad infinitum. This modelling enabled the exploration of the potentials of
the Manifold series groupings and arrangements within architectural space, either as clusters of disparate
geometric characters, fields of geometrically arranged arrays or as monolithic floating forms that lent their
presence to a space.

Vesica + Continuum
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Manifold Series

Spatial Trajectories

The virtual modelling of the Manifold pieces provided the forum from which to imagine the works on
a much larger scale and extended the scope of the studio-based design experiments by projecting the
methodology of shaping force fields into the realm of architectural space. In the Trajectories series, the
idea that design can be an explicit response to gravity went beyond the conception of discrete forms
being considered as force fields of bound energy and began to touch on ideas of how the Cartesian nature
of rectilinear space may provide the backdrop for the manifestation of an essential expression of the
gravity of form. In developing this sensibility the idea of a trajectory, as being both the inscribed path of
a projectile under the influence of gravity and the possible direction or outcome of a particular planned
action, became a potent metaphor. Within this thinking, the concept of a spatial trajectory was considered
as being a physical representation of the potential ‘lines of force’ which could map the inherent dynamics
that lie dormant within a space. This idea of the ‘line of force’ mirrored the conventions developed by
Maxwell20 in the nineteenth century in order to comprehend the geometric form and mathematical nature
of electromagnetic fields and echoed Henry van de Velde’s statement in the early twentieth century that a
‘line is a force, acting like all elementary forces,’21 which he used to describe the flowing abstract and organic
forms that were an intrinsic element in the designs of the Jugendstihl movement.
The intention of the Trajectories works was to explore how, through a minimum of means, it may be
possible to inscribe Cartesian space with lines of energy and a suggestion of the invisible forces of nature.
The investigation was carried out through a series of models that represented a gallery space. The walls of
the gallery space were considered to provide a neutral backdrop, a blank canvas in which a fundamental
investigation of the potentials of this methodology could be enacted. Within these rectangular spaces a
number of lengths of wire were carefully tailored so as to traverse the corners of the space in diﬀerent ways
and with diﬀerent curvatures. In each work the wire was introduced sparingly, as a balancing of the forces of
the individual trajectories relative to each other was delicately found and a unifying aesthetic composition
of the entire space was sought. The lines traced by the flexible rods used in these installations acted as a
form of sculptural calligraphy and when carefully juxtaposed created the equivalent of a three-dimensional
spatial drawing. In these works the rod elements perform an essential gesture that can be perceived as a
physical dynamic response to the conditions of the space and create a perceptual experience in which the
suggestion of curvatures, forms and volumes seem to be manifest as tangible spatial phenomena. Through
the study of this system of construction in a series of identical spatial volumes it became apparent that the
same elements in the same space can be employed to suggest diﬀerent spatial energies. In this way each
individual model became the study of a diﬀerent spatial dynamic, which when considered together began to
expose the nature of the language of manipulation of the spatial trajectories.

Pyrotechnic Trace
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In the Centred Symmetry study, the forces of the rods were balanced in such a way that two intertwining
vertical elements crossed to form a vesica-like form that hovered in the centre of the space, these two
lines were met by almost identical horizontal elements that touched at a point in the centre of the vesica
form. The resultant spatial aﬀect of these meeting and balanced forces was an apparent bowing or bulging
of the space as though the lines traced the perimeter of two vast domed shapes that met at a point in the
centre of the space. In the Corner Incurvature piece, this apparent shaping of the space was defined by a
series of sweeping curves which were flexed back from the adjacent edges of the room toward a specific
corner to create the perception of a dished spatial field that swept up from the floor to the ceiling. In Tilted
Volume the lines of the trajectories seem to create an apparent lozenge-shaped form that slanted diagonally
across the space, while in Twisted Convolution two parabolic curves intersected the space and touched
each other at their vertex, these two elements were entwined by two conic shaped curves that create a
swirling dynamic around the central forms. In Vaulted Arc the lines of force were focused toward the ceiling
and generated a fragmented composition that was reminiscent of the geometries of Gothic Cathedrals. In
Pyrotechnic Trace, the eye was drawn up to the ceiling by one upwardly sweeping element that seemed to
ignite a series of energetic lines that then exploded across the space in a way reminiscent of the trails of a
firework or the paths of sub-atomic particles when they collide.
In these works the application of a minimal gesture and materiality sought to produce a dynamic presence
within an empty and featureless space. Through these actions the pieces produced a gestalt-like aﬀect in
which the flexed rods formed the essential delineation of a latent architectural and spatial expression. In
manipulating these elements it became clear that the apparent forms that the lines inscribed shifted and
changed as the viewer moved around the space and viewed the juxtaposition of trajectories from diﬀerent
angles. In this situation the shaping of a three-dimensional sculptural presence involved a complex balancing
of the lines of force so that they would create an ever-changing and aesthetically harmonic composition
from whichever aspect they were viewed. The shifting nature of the web of lines when viewed in threedimensional space and the potentials inherent in the overlapping of simple elements to create changing
patterns became the genesis for the next series of works. In these pieces, the eﬀects that lie within the
construction of geometric arrays and the consequential aﬀects that these compositions have on our
perception of the material world became paramount.
Twisted Convolution
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Vaulted Arc
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Corner Incurvature
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Centred Symmetry

Traversing the Void

Through the production of the experimental sculptural works presented here, I developed a finely tuned
awareness of the force of gravity which is a constant in our lives and learned to shape the physical
environment to respond to this condition in both structural and expressive ways. Through this sensibility
I have come to appreciate the aﬀect of the spinning periodic elliptical path of the earth around the sun
that creates the gravitational forces which have shaped the evolution of our physical being and the earthly
forms that surround us. The minimal surfaces of soap bubbles, the delicacy of fossil foams and the elegance
of sea creatures, the tapering of a branch, a twig or a leaf, the muscular forms of the human body and the
sensuous curve of our skin are all responses to the gravitational field we live under. While we can employ the
computer to trace the mathematical generation and topological analysis in order to attain an understanding
of these principles, it has become apparent that such knowledge must be tempered with an appreciation of
the expressive dimensions that lie within a sculptural approach to form and space.
In the production of works that respond to the force of gravity I have attempted to not only create
curvaceous organic forms but also inscribe a reference to the shaping of life on the planet and our inherent
physical connection and attraction to it. With this end in mind, the works presented here attempt to
harness these natural forces through a poetic imagining that touches a common inner knowing. The
projects have also uncovered the potential perceptual dynamics between the interactions of form and
space and suggested a methodology for the interpretation of the spatial dynamics of particular sites. Such a
consideration of the nature of sculptural form and the dynamic relationship it has with the space it occupies
alludes to the development of a sculptural installation practice that can engage with the architectural void
spaces of the modern city in ways that can charge these spaces with gravitas, expression and meaning.

Tilted Volume
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